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ABSTRACT 

Fiction in general is based on real happenings or events. The dialogue, plot and characters are created 

out of the author’s imagination. It may be based on truth but it is not truth. In literature, it refers to 

novels and short stories. Let us explore the genre and enjoy reading classics of Jane Austen’s depiction of 

women in Sense and Sensibility and Pride and Prejudice. 

Sensibility is the nature of having the capacity to acknowledge and react to complex passionate or stylish 

impacts. It is the capacity to get sensations. It is likewise the investigation of writing that prompts a 

development of insight and sensitivity. 

Pride is a deep-down coordinated feeling that conveys two contradictory implications. With an 

antagonistic connotation pride alludes to a stupidly and irritation ally degenerate feeling of one's close to 

home estimation. With a positive connotation, pride alludes to unassuming and substance feeling of 

connection toward some's own particular decision and activities. 

Prejudice is a viable inclination towards a man or gathering part construct scarcely in light of their club 

enrollment. The word is regularly used to allude to as a rule "emotions towards individuals or a man. 

Key words : sex, convictions, values, hostile, social class, negative, handicap, religion, sexuality, 

ethnicity, dialect, nationality, magnificence, occupation, instruction, guiltiness, brandish group alliance 

or other individual qualities. 

Introduction: 

This is a conceptual on the female in Jane Austen's Sense and Sensibility (1811) and 

Pride and Prejudice (1813). Jane Austen has pulled in a lot of basic consideration as of late. 

Albeit profound established in the late eighteenth and mid nineteenth hundreds of years, Jane 

Austen's books hold well known fact are still genuine to individuals today. 
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Literary works and Death and Legacy of Jane Austen.“Women in Sense and 

Sensibility”. It also includes An Impression of Females' Situation also Behavior in Regency 

England. 

The Dash wood sisters were nearly as various as night and day. Elinor and Marianne 

exemplify the heading Sense and Sensibility, the previous speaking to woman great 

intelligence also starkness, the far along demonstrates that imprudence and abundance of 

feeling drove into mistake and affliction. 

 

“Women in Pride and Prejudice”. In Pride and Prejudice, Elizabeth Bennet's 

autonomous and addressing character is diverged from Jane Bennet's trusting and target 

control. She is more benevolent than Elizabeth. Jane is very much aware of the conduct of the 

general public in which she exists. Like Elizabeth she is additionally disheartened of her 

activities of her more youthful sisters, particularly Lydia. Jane adores and hail Mr. Bingley not 

for his yearly allocation, but rather for his own character. 

“Difference between women in Sense and Sensibility and Pride and Prejudice”. 

 

Finally, the last chapter regards a women in present modernity. Jane Austen is an ace 

at uncovering the genuine idea of a character through their cooperative energy with others. 

She influences her courageous women to communicate with each different characterskeeping 

in mind the end goal to uncover their distinction and odd thoughts. This works endeavors to 

consider the acquiring of ladies appeals in Jane Austen's Sense and Sensibility and Pride and 

Prejudice. 

The two novels are clear disclosure of 19th century environments. In the 19th century 

marriage for women was considered the only escape from deploring spinsterhood. 

 

WOMEN’S POSITION AND BEHAVIOR IN REGENCY ENGLAND: 
 

Ladies did not have extensive choice; unmarried, more seasoned than twenty, ladies 

were thought to be a weight to their families and numerous ladies got married, with the goal 

that society would not look down on them. They could transmute tutors; yet, that "was a 

situation underneath the social status and status of center and high society young ladies and 
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was in this manner figured as mortifying". 

 

A lady's joy turned entirely on her folks' consistence until the point that she got 

hitched: "ladies can be viewed as tyrannized casualties of a male centric culture, backup 

initially to their fathers and, at that point, to their spouses who had, obviously, been stipulated 

by their fathers". In addition, ladies couldn't be passed on property. When hitched, they 

unfastened control over both their belonging and their foe and turned into their spouses' 

property: 

A wedded lady or feme clandestine was an unexpected, similar to an underage 

youngster or a serf, and couldn't possess property in this girl private particular name or control 

her own stipends, aside from under exceptionally discrete conditions. At the point when a 

spouse inhale one final's, his better half couldn't be the watchman to their under-age kids. 

Dowagers had the ethical of "dower," an equitable to property they brought into the marriage 

and also to life utilization of 33% of their spouses' home. 

 
FEMINISM IN MODERNITY: 

 

The term Feminism need An long history; it speaks to women’s issues and suffice 

furthermore will their dreams done parallel chances done social orders regulated Toward 

mamoncillo i.e. As much power, rules, wishes What's more requests. Lara Huda Faris 

included also: “…women bring customarily been dehumanized toward a male overwhelmed 

society, which they bring patriarchy; and that need been generally better on a chance to be a 

man…. 

Those term woman's rights need An history to English connected for ladies' activism 

from the late nineteenth century of the present, it will be of service will recognize feminist 

thoughts or convictions from feminist political movements, to Indeed going over periods the 

place there need been no critical political activism around ladies' subordination, people have 

been concerned with Also theorized something like Equity to ladies.   

 

In spite of the frightful isolation and the diligent inequality, ladies were ready with 
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remained up each chance and they were unable with talk Furthermore express their problems, 

sentiments Furthermore wishes. For addition, ladies were equipped on spread it altogether 

through those world, make it an image from claiming equality, Also aggravate the sum 

individuals accept that men What's more ladies merit fairness altogether opportunities, 

medicines regard and social privileges. There are two fundamental pillars for mankind's life- 

man Also lady. Both stake equivalent obligation in the making from claiming particular social 

order Furthermore Subsequently both would supplement should one another. Starting with 

those exact beginning, the ladies clinched alongside Different social orders of the planet are 

misused from multiple points of view. 

 

Since ladies required a solid will should enhance their status for society, they need 

figured out how will settle on a corner to themselves clinched alongside today’s particular 

social order. Also, there would some components in the pop culture who bring aided ladies 

should a chance to be independent, battle for their privileges and unfairness against them. 

Ladies need succeeded over moving forward their status Also need aid enhancing step by step. 

 

Previously, sooner times, ladies were misused through each could be allowed methods 

Eventually Tom's perusing the pop culture. They endured a considerable measure of criticism, 

lacked opportunity furthermore remained No place next to men. They were indeed denied of 

the fundamental birthrights of a person. It took a considerable measure about exertion What's 

more valor to them will Stamp an impression of “women power” Also settle on An huge put 

clinched alongside the public eye. Poetesses for example, Charlotte Bronte propelled ladies 

Eventually Tom's perusing quoting, 

 

CONCLUSION: 

This worldwide concern need relentlessly developed through as far back as few 

decades and need brought about exertions should bring ladies under those standard of life, 

basically through socio-investment exercises pointed toward empowering them Furthermore 

hence restoring correspondence between those sexes. 

 

Genuine strengthening from claiming women, however, lies done serving them unfold 
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those otherworldly perspective for their personality, develop their character and attitude their 

purity Also parenthood. It may be these that make up those character of the Perfect Indian 

woman; procuring ability What's more general population status would auxiliary. 

 

All ladies would parts of the same limitless divine Power, Also henceforth divine. 

Fully Understanding the vitality and desperation of the elevate of women, In we need aid on 

spare our social conventions Furthermore otherworldly qualities What's more counter those 

negative patterns that would Right away influencing our body politic. 

 

Her excessively social Also value-orientation projects also different gatherings on their 

own to their all-round improvement. Recently, particular case such meeting might have been 

went to by 1700 parts. Strengthening is complete just when a provided for Group takes full 

control of its identity or advancement and the actualizing agency, a great deal such as a 

reactant agent, stays in the foundation following initiating the procedure from claiming 

change. 

 

This may be precisely the thing that the Ashram does: When the hardware it need set 

up may be in working order, it hands In those administration from claiming undertakings of 

the grass-root association alternately SHG, What's more itself stays in the foundation to 

provide inspiration Furthermore direction starting with period will period. Similarly as swami 

Vivekananda said, “Our obligation will be on set those chemicals together; those 

crystallization will go the distance God's laws. Tell us set thoughts under their heads, and they 

will would whatever is left. 
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